Ernest Hemingway: Life in Michigan Viewing Questions

How was northern Michigan changing when the Hemingways first traveled there?

When and why did the Hemingways decide to spend summers in northern Michigan?

Describe the cottage the Hemingways named “Windemere.”

How did the Hemingway children spend their summers at Windemere?

How did Ernest use the advice “write what you know”?

Should readers accept that Nick Adams and Ernest Hemingway were the same person? Why or why not?
What was Ernest’s connection to Horton Bay and Horton Creek?

According to her son, Ernie Mainland, what made Ernest’s relationship with his sister Sunny (Madelaine) special?

How did World War I impact Ernest?

Why did Ernest travel to Seney in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula in 1919 and what was the result of that trip?

Why did Ernest decide to get married in northern Michigan in 1921?

How did Ernest use his experiences when he wrote *The Nick Adams Stories*?